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Abstract. This paper is concerned with periodic traveling wave solutions of a generalized

Boussinesq equation in the form utl — auxxxx + (f0(u))xx. The basic approach to this

problem is to establish an equivalence relation between a corresponding periodic boundary

value problem for the traveling wave solution and a Hammerstein type integral equation.

This integral representation generates a compact operator in the space of continuous

periodic functions of the given period. It is shown by restricting the integral operator on a

suitable domain that the Boussinesq equation has the trivial solution as well as a

nonconstant periodic traveling wave solution. Special attention is given to the traditional

Boussinesq equation where /0(w) = au2. Both of the so called "good" and "bad" Bous-

sinesq equation are treated and the existence of nonconstant traveling wave solution is

discussed.

1. Introduction. The motion of long waves in shallow water under gravity and in

one-dimensional lattices can be described by the Boussinesq equation which is given in the

form (cf. [1-7])

u,, = auxxxx+(foM)xx ((?, x) G R2) (1.0)

where a ^ 0 is a constant and /0(m) is a twice continuously differentiable function of u.

Eq. (1.0) is often referred to as "good" Boussinesq equation when a< 0 and "bad"

Boussinesq equation when a > 0. Of special interest is the traditional Boussinesq equation

where f0(u) is in the form of a u1 for some constant a > 0 (cf. [2, 3, 4, 6]). However most

of the discussions in the current literature are concerned with soliton solution in the form

o(£) = u(x - (it) to which it is required that o(£) -> 0 as | -»± oo. In this paper, we

investigate periodic traveling wave solution in the same form u(£) = u(x - fit) for an

arbitrary function f0(u), where £ = x — fit and /? > 0 is the propagation speed. In terms of

v(i), Eq. (1.0) is reduced to

cv(( = »«« + a~'(/o(u))« (L1)
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where c = (t2/a. Our aim is to seek a solution of (1.1) subject to the periodicity condition

f^(0) = <*>
dik dt

t(0) = —(2 T) fork = 0,1,2,3 (1.2)

and the requirement

f'Jo
2Tv(Z)dt = 0 (1.3)

where T > 0 is a preassigned constant. The inclusion of condition (1.3) is to rule out the

nontrivial constant solutions of Eqs. (1.1)—(1.2). Throughout the discussion of this paper

the period 2 T is taken as fixed.

In order to study the boundary-value problem (1.1)—(1.3) we first construct a suitable

kernel K(£, 7j) and reduce the problem into a Hammerstein type integral equation in the

form

»(£) = f2TK(Lv)/(v(y)) dv (£ £ [0,2T]) (1.4)
Jo

where f(v) = |a|~'/0(t;). In fact, the kernel K is given in terms of explicit trigonometric

functions. This elementary property is very useful in justifying that the integral equation

(1.4) is a true representation of the boundary-value problem (1.1)—(1.3). Based on the

equivalence relation of these two problems we then establish the existence of nontrivial

periodic traveling wave solution of the Boussinesq equation via the integral equation (1.4).

Special attention will be given to both good and bad Boussinesq equation when f0(u) = au2.

2. An integral representation. In this section we establish an equivalence relation

between an integral equation and the boundary-value problem (1.1)—(1.3). The integral

representation is based on the explicit construction of a kernel /C(£, tj) which is a modified

version of a suitable Green's function. This kernel depends on the sign of a so that the

"good" and "bad" Boussinesq equation have the same form of integral representation

(1.4) but with a different kernel K. In fact, by letting

H _i 11/2 _ ,-1/2
A —|c| - p\a\

the function K is given according to the sign of a as follows:

(a) For a > 0:

K(Lv)
J (2A sinh XT) 1 cosh X(T - | + tj) - (2\2T) ', 0 < tj £< 2T,

1 (2Asinh Ar)~'coshA( —T— £ + r/) -(2A2r)_1, 0 ^ ( < tj < IT.

(b) For a < 0:

K(L V) =

(2\sin XT) 'cosA(T-£ + rj) - (2A2T) ',

0 *£r) <£« 2T

(2Asin Ar)''cosA(-r- | + tj) -(2A2r)~\

0 < £ < tj < 2 T

(2.1)

(XT =£ nir). (2.2)
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In the above definition of K it is always assumed that XT =£ nir for any positive integer

n when a < 0. It is easily seen from (2.1)—(2.2) that K(£, tj) = K(t], £) = K(£ + 5, ij + 5)

for all £, 7j E [0,2T], 5 e R, and thus K is a symmetric kernel for both a > 0 and a < 0.

In the construction of K(£,ij) we first integrate Eq. (1.1) twice and use the conditions

(1.2)—(1.3) to obtain the equation

r2T
cv = VU + or" /0(t>) - / f0(v(v)) d-q .

Jo

We then determine the Green's function for the operator L = (d2/d^2 — fi2/a) under the

boundary condition (1.2). A modification of Green's function, using conditions (1.2)—(1.3),

leads to the form of K on (2.1)-(2.2). In terms of this kernel we have the following

representation theorem for (1.1)—(1.3).

Theorem 1. A continuous function u(£) is a solution of the boundary-value problem

(1.1)—(1.3) if and only if it is a solution of the integral equation (1.4).

Proof. Define

G,(z) = (2Asinh XT) 'coshA(r — z),

G2(z) = (2A sin XT) * cos X(T — z).

Then the integral equation (1.4) is equivalent to

»(£) = /%(£ - tj)/(u(tj)) di\ + (1TG\{2T + £ - tj)/(u(t})) d-q
Jci

I [2Ts

'o

when a > 0, and it becomes

«(£) = f^GiU ~ V)f(v(v)) drj + f2rG2(2T + £ - i?)/(t?(i})) df\
j0 jj

-(2X2T)~] j2Tf{v{t])) dr\ (2.5)
•'o

when a < 0. We prove the result for the case a > 0.

Let v(£) be a continuous solution of the integral equation (2.4). It is easily seen from

the definition of G,(z) that G^O) = (7,(27) and u(£) is twice continuously differentiable

in [0, IT). Direct differentiation of (2.4) gives

(2.3)

- (2A2r)"727(u(T]))rfrj, (2.4)

»'(«) = ~*e

v"(£) = X2C

f sinh X(T — £ + v)f(v(y)) dt\ + /^sinh A(-T - £ + r))/(o(r/)) di)
Jo

(2.6)

Z^cosh X(T — £ + 7])/(u(tj)) dt] + f2Tcosh(-T - £ + tj)/(u(tj)) dtj
Jo

—AC[sinh XTf(v(£)) - sinh(-Ar)/(t>(£))]

= A2u(£)+(27) 'f2Tf(v(T]))dT]-/(v(i)) (2.7)
•'O
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where C = (2Asinh AT)-1. It follows from (2.7) and since / is twice differentiable that

v(g) is four times differentiable and

v"'W = \2v"U) - (/(c(0))" (' = d/di).

This shows that u is a solution of (1.1). To verify the boundary condition (1.2) we first use

the relations (2.4)-(2.6) to obtain

«(0) = [2T(J](2T — y)/(v(y)) dy - (2X2T)~] f2Tf(v(r])) dy = v(2T),
Jo Jo

t/(0) = — AC f"T sinh\( — T + y)f(v(y)) dy = v'(2T).
o

In view of (2.7) we also have o"(0) = v"(2T). It follows by differentiating (2.7) and using

the above relations that t/"(0) = v'"(2T) and v""(0) = v""(2T). To show the relation

(1.3) we observe from the Dirichlet integral formula that

CTdi - y)f(v(y)) dy =/27/M^))(/27Gi(£ _ V) di) dy
Jo Jo Jo \Jri I

= A~'C /"27/(u(?j))[sinh XT — sinh A( — T + tj)] dy
Jo

j~Tdt j*TGx(2T + £ - y)f(v(y))dy = J2Tf{v(y))^J^G{{2T + £- yjdgj dy

— A~'C f27/(p(i)))[sinh A( — T + y) — sinh A( — 7)] dy.
Jo

Addition of the above two equations gives

(2Tdi [*Gi(Z - y)f(v(y)) dy + (2TG}(2T + £ - y)f(v(y)) dy
Jo [ o

= \~2 (2Tf{v(y)) dy. (2.8)
Jo

By integrating (2.4) over (0,27") the above relation implies that /02ru(£) df; = 0. This

shows that t>(|) satisfies all the equations in (1.1)—(1.3).

To show the converse, when v(£) is a solution of (1.1)—(1.3) we consider the function

»(£) = (1TK(£, y)/(v(y)) dy.
Jo

In view of the above argument, t; satisfies the equation

= + (/(»))«

and the conditions (1.2)—(1.3). Let w = v - v. Then w satisfies (1.2)—(1.3) and the linear

equation A2 The solution of w(( is in the form = c, cosh A£ + c2 sinh A£. It

is easily seen from the boundary condition (1.2) with k — 2, 3 that c, = c2 = 0 and thus

= 0. The condition (1.2) with k = 1 and the relation (1.3) require that w must be

identically zero. Hence v = v and is a solution of the integral equation (2.4). This

completes the proof of the theorem for the case a > 0. The proof for the case a < 0 is

exactly the same.
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3. Periodic traveling wave solution. It is seen from Theorem 1 that if u(£) is a solution of

the integral equation (1.4) then it can be extended to a periodic function u(£) on R such

that o(£) is a solution of (1.1)—(1.3) and satisfies the additional relation

v(Z) = v(Z + 2T) for all £ £ R.

With this extension the function u(x — /??) = v(£) is a periodic traveling wave solution of

the Boussinesq equation (1.0). In order to establish the existence problem for (1.4) we seek

a solution in the Banach space of continuous 2r-periodic functions C2r(R) equipped with

the maximum norm || • ||. Denote by Br the ball in C27-(R) with center zero and radius

r > 0. Then by letting

(Av)(£) = f2TK($,T])f(v(Ti)) dy for £ G [0,2T] (3.1)
Jo

a natural extension of (/lu)(£) for £ e R ensures that A maps C2r(R) into itself.

Furthermore, by letting

Kx = max{|(Xr/sinhXr)cosh\(r— z) — 1|; 0 < z < IT] ^ ^

K2 — max{|(X7ysin \T)cos\(T — z) — l|; 0 < z < 27}

M = max{||/(u)||; t; G Br) (3.3)

we have the following compactness property of the operator A.

Theorem 2. For any bounded subset S of C2r(R) the operator A: S -> C2r(R) given by

(3.1) is compact on S. In particular, if there is a ball Br such that

\^{MKi/r)W1 (i — 1,2) (3.4)

and XT ^ tru when a < 0 then A maps Br into itself and the integral equation (1.4) has at

least one solution in Br.

Proof. It is easily seen from the proof of Theorem 1 that the operator A can be extended

to C27-(R) such that (/lt>)(£ + IT) = (,4t;)(£) for all £ G R. Since f(v) is bounded on any

bounded subset of C2r(R), Mt>|| is uniformly bounded on S. Moreover, direct differentia-

tion of (,4t>)(£), using the property G,(0) = <7,(27'), i = 1, 2, gives

-j^(Av)U) = ( —2sinh XT) /%inhX(r- £ + v)f(v(v)) di)
0

+ J"T sinh(-T - £ + i])/(v(r])) dr] (3.5)

for a > 0; and

d
= (2sin XT) f sin X(T- £ + r])f(v(ri)) di]

Jo

+ f~Tsin(-T- £ + i))/(u(t))) drj (3.6)
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for a < 0. The above relation implies that for some constant M,, independent of v,

i(Uv) < Mx for all v El S.

Hence AS is equicontinuous. Then Arzela's theorem ensures that A is compact on S.

To show that A has a fixed point in Br when (3.4) holds we write

(/f,u)(£) = - tj) - (2rX2)"']/(t;(Tj)) df]

+ f^T[Gi(2T + ^-V)~(2T\2yl]f(v(V))dr1 (i = 1,2). (3.7)

Then by (2.3), (3.2), (3.3),

IU.®)(«)I
< (2 TX2) J (X^sinh XT) 'cosh X(T — £ + tj) — l| \f(v(r}))\dr]

+ J |Ar(sinhXr) ' cosh \( —J — £ + tj) — l| |/(u(A))|drj

*£ (ITX2)* K} f2T\f(v(7]))\dt] < \~2K\M (vEBr), (3.8)
•'o

and similarly,

|(.V)(0|^-2^2M (vEBr). (3.9)

In view of (3.4), we have ||^,t>|| < r for all v E Br, i = 1,2. It follows from the Schauder's

fixed point theorem that A, has a fixed point in Br for each i = 1,2. Hence Eq. (1.4) has a

solution for both cases a > 0 and a < 0.

An immediate consequence of Theorem 2 is the existence of a periodic traveling wave

solution for the nonhomogeneous Boussinesq equation in the form

un = + (/o(M))x* + h(x ~ M (3.10)

where h is a 27-periodic continuous function of | = * — /30t. In fact, by letting t>(£) =

u(x — fi0t) and choosing any 2r-periodic function //(£) such that //"(£) — h(£), Eq.

(3.10) may be written in the form of (1.1) except with f(v) given by

/(o)=H"1[/o(o) + ^]. (3.11)

In view of Theorems 1 and 2 we have the following.

Corollary. Let XT ̂  nit when a < 0 and let

Mr = max{||/0(v) + H\\; ||«||<r}. (3.12)

Then for any fi0, r with /?02 > MrK/r, i = 1,2, the nonhomogeneous Boussinesq equation

(2.5) has a 2r-periodic traveling wave solution u(x — P0t) and | u{x — fi0t) |*£ r.

Proof. Since X2 =| a |~'/302 and M =\a\~xMr when f(v) is given by (3.11), the condition

A2 5s MKt/r in Theorem 2 is equivalent to /J02 3= MrKi/r. In view of Theorem 2 the

integral equation (1.4) has a solution v* E Br. But by Theorem 1, v* is also a solution of
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(1.1)—(1.3) it can be extended to a smooth periodic function u(£) in the space C27-(R).

Clearly u(x — fi0t) = t;(£) is a traveling wave solution of (3.10).

Theorem 2 and its corollary ensure that both the homogeneous and the nonhomoge-

neous Boussinesq equation have at least one periodic traveling wave solution for some

suitable values of p and fi0. In the case of the homogeneous equation, however, this

solution may be the trivial function v* = 0. In order to obtain nontrivial solution we

apply Theorem 2 by constructing a suitable subset S so that A maps S into itself. To this

end we restrict our attention to the usual Boussinesq equation (1.1) where f0(u) — au2 and

a > 0. Both the good and the bad Boussinesq equation will be considered.

By identifying the operators A,, A2 in (3.7) for the two case a > 0 and a < 0 we choose

the corresponding subset in the form

S, = {vE C2r(R) n C'(R); \\v\\2 < r„ \\v'\\2 < r*, „(0) ^ 5,} (i = 1,2) (3.13)

where rt, r*, S, are some positive constants and || • ||2 is the usual L2-norm. The

requirement v(0) > 5, excludes the zero function in Sr Denote by S, the closure of S, in

C27-(R). We show by choosing the constants

ri = (2Ty/2\2\a\(aKi) \

r* =\a\\\2T)3/2{2aK^yl

6, = (|a|/2a)(\2 +[\4 + (2a/\a\f{alrlr* + (27)" Vf2)]I/2)

i = 1,2

(3.14)

where o, = 1, a2 =| sin XT\ ', the operator Al given by (3.7) with f(v) — (a/\ a |)t>2 has a

fixed point in Sr Specifically, we have the following existence theorem.

Theorem 3. Let f0(u) = au2 and let XT ^ nir when a < 0. Then Eq. (1.0) has a nontrivial

periodic traveling wave solution u(£) = u(x — /3t) and v E S, when a > 0 and v E S2

when a < 0 whenever S, is nonempty.

Proof. It is clear that St is a closed convex subset of C2r(R). Furthermore, S, is bounded

in C2r(R). For given any v E S,, the mean value theorem implies that for some £* e [0,27"],

1 f2T

Write

v(£*) = (27) 'J v(y)drj.
Jn

e(0 = v({*) + f(v'(i])dri (|e[0,27]).
Jt +

Then the Schwarz inequality gives

M€)M®(€*)I + (2T\Av)\dr, < (2T)-l/2\\v\\2 + (2r)1/2||t3'||2 < M„

where M, is a constant independent of v E 5,. Hence ||u|| < M, for all v E S, as well as for

v E S,. In view of Theorem 2 it suffices to show that AS, C S,.
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Let v E S, and let Atv be given by (3.7) with f(v) = (a/|a|)t;2. Then by the estimate

(3.8),

M/»)(Ol 45 (27"A2)~'^r,/"2:r(<a/|«|)t)2(77) dri
Jo

= aKl{2TX2\a\)~]\Hi

The definition of r{ in (3.14) implies that

\\AMh < a^,(2rX2|a|)-,(2r)1/2/-,2 = r,. (3.15)

Moreover, by letting £ = 0 in (3.7), performing integration by parts and using the periodic

property of u(£) we have

(/l,i>)(0) = (fl/|a|)J^2r[ccoshX(-r + t?) - (2rX2)"']u2(7]) dij

= (aC/X|a|) 2sinh X7t>2(0) — 2 f sinh X( — T + ti)v(ri)v'(r]) d-q
Jci

f2T
'0

In n 2
-a(2r\2|a|) ||e||2

where C = (2Xsinh XT)"1. Since t>(0) > 6, for v E S, and | sinh(T — z)|< sinh AT for

z E [0,27"] the above relation implies that

(i4,o)(0) > (a/X2|a|)52 - (a/X2|a|)i-,/f - a(2TX2|a|) V2.

It follows from the choice of 6, in (3.14) that (v4,«)(()) > 5,. A similar argument shows

that (/42«)(0) > S2- Since by the relations (3.5)—(3.6),

ri. . ... (IT.

(1/2) / \f(v(v))\dri +/ |f(v(v))\dv
Jo

(a/2|a|)|M|2,

-^(A2v){£) < a(2|a| |sin AT\) '||t>||2.

We see that ||(/l,t>)'|| < a(2|a|a,)"'(27,)1/2r,2 = r*. This shows that Atv E S, for every

v E Sr Finally, for v E S, there is a sequence {v„} in 5, such that v„ -» v in C2r(R). In

view of (3.5)—(3.7), A,vn -> Atv and (A,vn)' -» (Av)' in C2T(R) as n -» oo. It follows from

the uniform convergence of these sequences that ||/4,u||2 r,, (/l,u)(0) > 8jt Av E C'(R)

and ||(y4u)'||2 r*. This proves that AtS, C Sr By Theorem 2 and the Schauder's fixed

point theorem, A, has a fixed point v E S,. The extension v(£) of u(£) for £ E R leads to a

periodic traveling wave solution tJ(£) = u(x — (it). This completes the proof of the

theorem.

The result of Theorem 3 illustrates that when f0(u) = au2, no matter how small the

constant a may be, both the good and the bad Boussinesq equation has a periodic

traveling wave solution of period IT for any fixed period IT (except with the restriction

that T ¥= tin/A when a < 0). However, this is no longer the case when a — 0. In the case

of a < 0, for example, the general solution to (1.1) corresponding f0(u) = 0 is given by

t>(£) = Bx cos X£ + 52 sin X| + #3| + B4
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where Bt, i— 1,... ,4, are arbitrary constants. It is easily seen that u(£) is periodic

solution of (1.1)—(1.3) only if XT = nm and B3 = B4 = 0. This is in sharp contrast to the

case a =/= 0.
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